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ENVIRONMENTAL AWARENESS EVENTS
Sense and Sustainability
Half Day
A highly entertaining, fun and enjoyable event with an environmental theme. Interactive and
challenging eco-activities engage participants to work in teams, to work towards reducing
their carbon footprint. Armed with digital cameras, creativity and resourcefulness are tested.
importantly, as the event progresses, key areas of sustainability are addressed; motivating
individuals towards improving their environmental impact both at work and at home.

Dragons’ eDen
Half Day
Co-host ed by Max McMurdo - a REAL Dragons’ Den Achiever. The spotlight this time, though,
is on the Teams who work together as budding Enviropreneurs! Forming their companies, and
designated roles within it, the task is to create and design a product that embraces the
environment, through eco-design. Teams must pitch their ideas to the formidable panel of
Dragons to secure investment which are be awarded on how well they think ‘outside the bin’!

A Fine Balancing Act
Half Day
Learning new things is fun! All the fun of the circus: Juggling, Spinning Plates, Flower Sticks,
Diablos—this event is highly stimulating, encouraging those taking part to try their hand at
skills, they never knew they could do! With expert guidance and a great deal of interaction,
step by step measures illustrate that with practice, true talents can be realised! Together a
huge impact is created, which can relate to how we approach environmental issues.

Makes You Think
Half Day/Evening
A fast-paced, first on the buzzer, fun and inspiring Climate Change Challenge. Can you be an
environmental champion? Some of the activities include, Universe Challenge, Prime Mime
Time, Think Outside The Bin, Mock The Waste and Never Mind The Ballcocks! Participants
learn about sustainability issues as the rounds progress; leading to more motivated and
environmentally aware employees.

This Magical World
OneOne-two Hours/Evening
Magic is an amazing and intriguing resource! Participants are taken on a magical journey—
whilst exploring a view of the environment from a magical perspective! This event is highly
entertaining, fun and engaging; as the fascination with magical illusions and principles of
magic amuse those taking part. Tricks include, The Great Ice Breaker, I Can Read Your Mind,
Disappearing D(ice) and Go With The Flow! Prepare to be astounded - because it’s Magic!

An Inconvenient SleuthSleuth-Environmental Murder Mystery
Half Day/Evening
We give Al Gore’s ‘An Inconvenient Truth’ a new meaning; a comedy Murder Mystery with an
environmental edge! Teams solve the mysterious Who-Dunnit by unravelling written puzzles,
observing murderous scenes, whilst our professional actors interrogate suspects along the
way. Team effort, communication, personal opinion and decision making are all called upon to
catch the killer before it’s too late and you get led up the pesticide-free garden path!
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ENVIRONMENTAL AWARENESS EVENTS
Bash The Trash
Half Day/Evening
YESYES-TURN RUBBISH INTO RESULTS! Teams become high energy performer’s through this
fantastic, brilliantly charged ‘Bash The Trash’ activity. Using ladders, pipes, brooms, dustbin
lids, traffic cones etc. participants become the funky junky troops—to create pulsating, groovy
rhythms and movements that rock! A rollercoaster ride of fantastic fun! You will never look at
your bin lid in the same light—ever!

What On Earth Are We Doing?
One Hour
A non-intensive, highly revealing, eye-opening introduction to climate change and the wider
issues concerning the planet. Engaging participants on the importance of adopting a ‘greener’
approach to their work and social lifestyles, motivating the way to an improved approach in
reducing carbon impact. This informative presentation, provides an excellent overview of how
we can all take action to help mitigate the effects of climate change in our lives.

Persuasively Green
Half Day
‘Persuasively Green’ integrates the valuable art of communication, thinking creatively, peer
collaboration, self-confidence and motivation. This event is about what influences the way we
communicate—looking confident, sounding confident, listening tactics, structuring effective
speech, body language, breathing techniques; elements that lead to self-assuredness,
encouraging participants to maximise these important workplace skills.

Renewable Energisers
OneOne-two Hours
Short, sharp energisers can help motivate and empower! Our Renewable Energisers explore
the Art of Persuasion, making an impact and how to influence people—highly valuable skills in
all environments! How do we form impressions of each other? What are The Seven Laws of
Attraction that affect us all? How do we win people round to our way of thinking? Energise
employees to get thinking outside the (bin) and box - compelling stuff!

Carbon Cook Print
OneOne-two Hours
Embrace the environment through ethical cookery—learn how to cook under the guidance of
our Master Chefs who provide ‘green’ cookery tips and show how learning culinary skills can
improve kitchen performance. This event is full of tasty options, lunch, afternoon tea, or
dinner! Whether you are a novice or experienced in cookery, our professional cookery school
is the ideal environment in which to cater for your appetite! Bon Appetit!

Eden CSR
OneOne-two Hours
A fast-paced race around the world against the clock! Both dynamic and entertaining, Eden
CSR requires teams to build a sustainable community in 30 ‘virtual’ days! Eden provokes a
genuine CSR interest; planning strategies, collaboration, information sharing, time
management, dealing with change are key features as the teams compete to the finish line in
this highly stimulating and fun environment!
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TEAM BUILDING EVENTS – OUTDOOR
Wish You Were Not Here!
Half Day
An unforgettable place in the ‘fun’! Participants share an unforgettable holiday experience that
is second to none! A myriad of entertaining challenges, where individual and collective skills
are tested. As the tasks set before the teams are varied, so they must adapt to ever-changing
situations. Using digital cameras, they must also take holiday ‘snaps’ to impress the Chief
Executive - easier said than done! Been There, Seen It, Done It!

Boot Camp
Half or Full Day
A sure way to sort the men from the boys and ensure that the guests are put through their
paces in this army style boot camp event! The challenging Sergeant takes control of guests
and challenges them to complete the tasks set for them. Punctuality, Appearance and
Discipline all play a part in the team becoming the heroes of the day.

School Sports
Half Day
We all remember the days when we competed in the yearly school sports wearing our very
best pumps and green bib. Well here is the chance to revisit that moment or for those who
never took stage at the end it is their moment to shine. Events Matter provides the school
sports event incorporating all the games that we loved to hate.

Teamwork Challenge
Half or Full Day
A fantastic stimulating event, offering a range of team building challenges which are designed
to tackle some of the issues in the workplace such as time management, delegation, working
as a unit and making the most of your colleagues’ individual strengths to gain the best from all
essential members of a team.

The Original – It’s a Knockout
Half Day
There’s It’s a Knockout and there’s The It’s A Knockout – YES these are the original props and
games that were part of the genuine BBC Television programme. Now it’s time to get out of
your armchair and be one of the teams taking part in the real thing. Terrific fun and challenges
abound in this myriad of brilliant Knockout Challenges.
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TEAM BUILDING EVENTS – OUTDOOR
Treasure Hunt
Half Day
A half day event solving a range of cryptic clues to find secret locations! Once at the location
additional questions have to be answered; teams are also tasked with a photo assignment and
extra team points awarded for acquiring a range of items from a shopping list.

Country Sports Events
Half or Full Day
A range of exciting country sports ensures a really enjoyable experience! The activities could
include Archery, Crossbow, Falcon Handling, Sheep Dog Handling, Rifle Shooting and Pistol
Shooting. The emphasis is on fun, and enjoying new experiences. Several activity stations
ensure that maximum participation is achieved for all guests.

Mission X
Half or Full Day
At the start of your meeting or conference, the room is stormed and a guest kidnapped. A
ransom note is the only item left in the room and is the only clue to the whereabouts of their
colleague. The group is then be divided into teams which are given the final objective of
rescuing the kidnap victim. The teams have to navigate their way through the event and
complete a range of team exercises and target shooting activities. At the end, all teams
become one to ascertain the whereabouts of their colleague.

The Great Escape
Half or Full Day
An opportunity for guests to retrace the steps of Steve McQueen in the film The Great Escape.
Can you solve the challenges that lie ahead? Completion of the tasks helps facilitate your
escape from the enemy! The disciplines involved differ from challenge to challenge and
require a range of skills to complete ensuring all members of the team are involved. The team
that manages to solve the final clues and escape without being caught by the guards is the
team that escape to victory!

Let’s Knock ‘Em Out
Half Day
It’s time to get out of the office and have a fun filled, action packed day taking part in our highly
hilarious event. GO ON KNOCK EM OUT! Guests initially take part in a highly amusing warm up
to ensure that everyone gets into the mood for the event. Teams then compete head to head
with the opposing teams in large ‘Knockout’ based inflatable games some with and without
water.

Gladiator
Half or Full Day
GLADIATORS – READY! CONTENDERS – READY!
In teams, guests are split between Gladiators and Contenders. Competing against each other
in a series of highly amusing, fun and active challenges throughout the afternoon, teams gain
points along the way before facing the final Eliminator course, the ultimate finale challenge.
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TEAM BUILDING EVENTS – OUTDOOR
Jungle Experience
Half Day
‘Camp’ members think they are celebrities as they take a trip on the wild side for a jungle
experience they will never forget! Guests arrive to be greeted by Events Matter’s staff dressed
in Safari gear and are taken deep in to the jungle to meet their worst fears! The challenges are
be set-up waiting for the camp members to fulfil even the worst appetite! Which team will
collect the most stars and be crowned Kings and Queens of the Jungle?!

Bush Craft Survival
Half Day or Full Day
The increasingly popular subject of Bushcraft Survival teaches the skills that enable one to
survive in the wilderness. The Bushcraft Survival event allows you to get as far from the office
environment as possible and to pit yourself against the challenges that the natural world
throws at you. Skills that you are taught include Emergency Shelter Building, Survival Fire
Lighting plus Tracking Exercises and Stalking Games.

Soap Box Derby
Half Day
Re-live the days of thunder as you power your way to pole position for a place on the podium.
Hand brake turns and total burn-out’s are unlikely to happen in these hand built rugged
roadsters, but the ability to build a ‘Porsche eater’ from a plank and four pram wheels might
just give you the edge. ‘The Soap Box Derby’ is a fantastic, fun filled indoor event involving
elements of design flair, innovation, creativity, money management and ‘driving’ skill.

Barry Otter
Half or Full Day
An opportunity for guests to take part in the ‘Order of Pheasant’. Guests enter Pigwarts in their
very first year and are divided into there house groups. Each House needs to conquer a range
of challenges and according to your success in these challenges such as Giant Gobstones or
Bumbledores Interview. Spells are awarded to you in order to defeat Foldemort and re-instate
Barry Otter’s integrity.

Crystal A’maze’d
Half Day
Travelling through the zones of the Maze teams must complete a series of physical and mental
challenges in order to win crystals. Each crystal buys seconds in the finale activity, the Crystal
Dome, where you must collect as many golden tickets as you can – avoiding the silver ones – in
order to see which team finally becomes the champions of the Maze.
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TEAM BUILDING EVENTS – INDOOR
Boogie Dayz
Half Day/Evening
A range of music and dancing related activities are provided to participants which form the
materials for the team building exercises. Guests are divided into teams and each team is
given a particular music related challenge to complete. Each team has ninety minutes to
perfect the task that they have been assigned.

Have You Got News For Us?
Half Day
An opportunity to experience all the fast action of the newsroom. However, this time it is the
participants turn to write, direct, record and star in their very own broadcast. At the
conclusion of the event the final broadcast are shown for all to see. Great fun for all!

Hollywood Calls—
Calls—Movie Creation
Half Day
As participants arrive at the ‘movie set’ they are greeted by the hugely famous (well could have
been – if he had tried harder and actually gone to Hollywood!) Film Director. Each team
performs a different scene which is then linked to create one movie. The teams have to assign
a Director, Head of Props, Starring Role, Camera Man and the Film Extras.

Picasso Picture Show
Half Day
The Picasso Picture Show has been designed to highlight the importance of teamwork and
communication in a fun environment. During the briefing guests are shown a 6ft by 4ft abstract
canvas painting. All the teams have to do is recreate the masterpiece; however, each team has
sections of the bigger picture to paint but with several drawbacks.

Pop Music Promo
Half Day
A great team event where the task is for the teams to recreate a Music Video. However, the
main focus is on the actual production. In true pop star style teams simply lip synch to the
song! Using all the props and equipment provided, they must recreate the costumes and
choreography from a music video.
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TEAM BUILDING EVENTS – INDOOR
Rhythm Factory
Half Day
With the aid of expert drummers, participants become involved in playing high-energy exciting
rhythms - a highly enjoyable and entertaining experience! The Drum Master gets everyone
sectioned off and clapping along with different rhythms. This is a fast impact and exciting way
of involving everyone in something very different from the word go!

Rocket Icebreaker
Half Day
An excellent event to either get a conference off to a good start or add that little extra energy
mid way through the day. The event is designed to get guests participating in a mentally
challenging activity, with a competitive edge.

Sweet Success
Half Day
The sweet success challenge is a favourite with everyone. The objective is for teams to build a
box of original chocolates within a limited time scale and budget. They must also create the
packaging and design a marketing strategy to sell their chocolate sensation.

Wine Tasting
Half Day/Evening
Working with our international wine experts, we provide a wine tasting event which introduces
the participants to a range of wines from single estate vineyards. Initially the wine consultant
runs a wine tasting with a selection of wines from the four grape varieties and a 45 minute
interesting quiz then follows.

Enter The Dragons’ Lair
Half Day
Each team is given the mission to create its own unique invention within the budget they are
given. The overall aim within their pitch is to convince each Dragon to invest up to £100,000
into their venture. The aim of the event is to get the teams to work within the tight timescales
set, keep within a budget and to home in on their presentations skills. A fun and very effective
team building event!
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TEAM BUILDING EVENTS – INDOOR
Motion Machine
Half Day
The ‘Motion Machine’ can be described as a giant combination of Meccano and the retro game
of mousetrap. Each team is given a flight case which contains all they need to create their own
section of the game. This is a very complex exercise and the teams must make sure that all
parts are assembled correctly. Any errors become obvious when all teams join together for the
explosive finale.

Krypton Factory
Half Day
The TV show was the true test of physical ability and also mental attributes for people from all
over the UK and Ireland. Recreated, the team version of this event celebrates its revival, in
2009, onto mainstream TV. Teams are tasked to complete a range of disciplines for which,
they are awarded points according to the degree of success they achieve. The more points
they accumulate the earlier they start in the final obstacle course.

Music Industry Madness
Half Day
Our Pop Guru leads the group and defines the overall objective of the event at the briefing. It is
then over to your team to create the talents to provide the performance of your life. Does our
Guru think that you will make it big time? Each team visits the four areas and at the end of the
event provides a Live Performance which incorporates their pop video, dance routine and the
unveiling of your super group’s Album Artwork.

Music To Make Teams
Half Day/Evening
The ultimate event to ensure that all participants communicate effectively in order to create
their own music! Using musical instruments (provided) and the creative flair of our would-be,
could-be or might-have-been Musicians, we challenge colleagues to work in harmony. After the
initial briefing the group is divided into four teams and given all the tools they need to make
sweet music. All teams have the same piece to play but will the final performance resemble the
original piece?!

Xtra Idol
Half Day
We have all seen it – hopefuls from all walks of life trying to hit the big time! But just when you
think you have made it, the hugely famous pop gurus make a decision which decides your
future – are you destined for stardom, air guitar, drunken karaoke or quite possibly just a hairbrush diva and your own biggest fan?! We task the teams to become the next SUPERGROUP –
we have all you need to deliver the performance of your life under the watchful eye of Simon
Scowell and the chosen industry superstars.
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EVENING EVENTS
Only Schools and Courses
Evening
Luvvly Jubbly! Based on those good old school days, this really fun Quiz (with a bias on
London) has everyone laughing! Fast and competitive, teams find themselves back in a typical
school day - and we are looking for good reports! Working head to head, the classes are
encouraged to out-perform each other. To add to the spirit of things, dress as London Spivs. Al
la mode, Rodders, or school togs! Gor blimey!

Casino Evening
Evening
A fun casino utilising full size gaming tables and friendly croupiers giving guests the
opportunity to sample a taste of the real thing without breaking the bank. If Lady Luck is on
your side then you could become the overall winner. An informal event, which would be
suitable for any kind of function or company dinner.

Murder Mystery
Evening
An introductory scenario of about 7-10 minutes duration sets the scene and the mystery
begins. A murder may happen at any time! The actors mingle amongst the guests giving clues
and allowing them to be questioned. During the course of the evening further clues arise and
are circulated.

Music On The Menu
Evening
The ultimate surprise for any event, guests are blissfully unaware that some of the 'waiting
staff' are a lot noisier than you’d expect! A highly energised, talented group of professional
dancers / musicians cleverly disguised as the venue’s 'Maitre D', cheeky waiters and the fiery
chef delight the unassuming guests with a fabulous ‘Stomp' like performance.

Race Night
Evening
This activity is a recreation of the atmosphere of a day at the races giving participants the
opportunity to try their luck without breaking the bank! After the initial introduction to the
evening by our very own Bookmaker, race cards are issued detailing the horse’s names,
trainers and previous form. It is then an individual or team decision to choose the horse that
they think will claim victory!

Team Games
Evening
An evening of team based fun utilising a range of games, which is enjoyed by all who take part.
The format ensures that all teams compete against all other teams with the objective of gaining
as much fun money as possible throughout the evening. The games that we would suggest
include: Air Hockey, Splat the Rat, Giant Shove’a’Penny, Table Football, Quoits, Blackjack.
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EVENING EVENTS
Family Misfortunes
Evening
This event recreates the family quiz show that we all remember. Minus the live studio audience
of course! Our very own Les Dennis hosts the evening and the main focus for the event is the
questions projected onto a large screen within the set. Guests are be split into families
competing for points and fictional prizes.

ReRe-Generation Games
Evening
A truly “good game, good game” for an uplifting event. Skills are tested in a selection of rounds
designed to entice those hidden talents, providing a good dose of hilarity and fun! Each round
is then completed after a brief demonstration by our ‘experts’. Points are awarded in
accordance with effort, skill and, of course, entertainment value! Naturally, the evening
concludes with the classic ‘conveyor belt’ round... “A Cuddly Toy”! Aahhhh!

InQuizition
Evening
A truly interactive, stimulating quiz putting teams to the test in a variety of rounds. In order to
ensure that all guests are involved, we combine a range of different rounds which ensure that
every one should feel they know the answer – or do they?!

Millionaire By Midnight
Evening
An exciting evening in which guests have to invest their initial ‘kitty’ of £10,000 to make as
much money as possible to become the winning team. After the introduction to the event
different money zones open to give the guests the chance to either invest their money wisely
or, if they prefer, to gamble it all away! The more money they earn, the more that is at stake for
each team when one guest takes their seat in the ‘Who wants to be a Millionaire’ finale.

Shaken And Stirred
Evening
Something different! The exciting experience of cocktail-making in a Tom Cruise style
situation! Guests are divided into teams and challenged with the task of making cocktails with
the contents of our well stocked bar. There are three possible elements to the experience with
a choice between the drinks, the Knowledge and the Fun. The best bartender from each group
fights it out in the final competition to create the perfect cocktail!

Monte Carlo
Evening
A range of really fun and exciting racing related activities; offered on a competitive basis for
guests to enjoy and compete on throughout the evening. At the conclusion of dinner our event
manager invites guests to gamble the night away (using fun money!) on our full size gaming
tables and scalextric. Can you drive your car the fastest around our six lane scalextric circuit
or will you loose control on the hairpin bend!
© Events Matter Ltd 2011
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THEMED EVENINGS
James Bond
Evening
An opportunity for guests to experience the lifestyle of James Bond 007. Events Matter set the
scene for this truly memorable evening. As guests arrive for pre dinner drinks, background
music from the James Bond movies plays. Once the guests arrive in the dining room the
images from the movies are projected onto 6ft x 6ft screen, music plays and the casino tables
are set up. Alternatively you can choose a James Bond themed murder mystery to take place
during dinner.

Medieval Banquet
Evening
Our evening of music, mirth and merriment begins with the Baron and his servants welcoming
the guests to dinner surrounded by lively music and revelry! The scene is set as the Baron
announces the forthcoming battle on the morrow - “Let us make merry this fine eve you noble
knights and ladies – for who knows what the morrow brings?”.

Wild West
Evening
It’s the turn of the century on the American Western frontier. The Wild West is a place of few
laws and tonight a party is to take place at the local saloon. Guests make their way past 8ft
cacti and a full size cowboy wagon to the entrance. Once through the saloon swing doors,
guests are almost able to smell the atmosphere of Western Frontier land. Cowboy themes
adorn the room and even the sounds of piano music in the corner can be heard. Hold onto your
horses because tonight is one wild night!

70s/80s
Evening
With a 70’s style bouncer with big hair and velvet dinner suit, guests arrive at the front door of
a night club that has been stuck in a time warp for the last thirty years! Once they have blagged
their way pass security, background 70’s/80’s music welcomes them. All around a display of
colourful water features, cool retro lighting and funky rotating record table centres create the
scene. After dinner cool cats can strut their stuff to the sounds from “Dirk Dallas” 70’s roadshow ensuring that hips start moving!

Caribbean
Evening
As night falls over our very own Caribbean island, guests arrive to the sounds of crickets in the
undergrowth and gentle waves lapping against the sandy shore. They enter the bamboo hut
party venue through a bamboo and wood entrance over a wooden bridge with rope handrails.
Steel drums in the background welcome guests as they take in the carnival atmosphere After
dinner everyone can dance the night away under a bamboo trellis over the dance floor.

Moulin Rouge
Evening
It is the turn of the century in fantasy Paris and a bohemian storm is brewing. Luring you
through the Montmartre entrance is an atmosphere so vibrant and dazzling. Stilt walkers greet
your arrival, Mime artists and caricaturists mingle eager to perform their talents. Once in your
private Parisian club, you enjoy fantastic views of the Eiffel Tower, Moulin Rouge windmill and
Parisian skyline. Dazzling French Cortisans with high kicking tenacity keeping the entertainment lively and into the night directed by the Ringmaster in top hat and tails.
© Events Matter Ltd 2011
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THEMED EVENINGS
Hollywood
Evening
Guests arrive at the glitzy Hollywood party, feeling like they have become stars for the night!
They enter the party over a plush red carpet and into the function suite, adorned with authentic
props relating to the film industry including gold Oscars. After dinner, guests take to Casino
tables, view a cabaret show or even take to the black and white dance floor which feels like a
set from a Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers classic film.

Winter Wonderland
Evening
Make your way under the Frosty pillar entrance and catch a glimpse of the snowy forest. Music
floats out from ahead of you; follow this music until you find yourself in the midst of the party
being held at the cave at the foot of a mountain which has been decorated with fabric icicles
hanging from the ceiling. Entertainment can range from carol singers, a Christmas themed
band or cabaret stage show. Jack Frost can also be seen roaming the cave on stilts with giant
Snowmen helping to mingle with guests throughout the evening.

Prohibition Ball (1920s)
Evening
It’s 1929 in prohibition Chicago, a city where crime is out of control and Al Capone is the law!
Guests arrive to join a huge illegal party being held to celebrate Capone’s recent victory over
Bugsy Malone. They will be stunned by Capone’s transformation of the old factory into a glitzy
party venue. The only evidence of its everyday use is the 3D wagon laden with bootleg liquor
and the moonshine distillery in the corner. Intelligent lighting reminds everyone just whose
party it is by swirling Al Capone’s name around the room.

Mardis Gras
Evening
Enter the venue for the evening, and you find it totally transformed for an evening of fun. The
party atmosphere is obvious immediately with colourful feathers and flowers adorning the
room and the tables. The pre-dinner area is decorated with palm trees, a large flowery
illuminated ‘Mardi Gras’ sign, two carnival girls pose in the main room. As you sip your
cocktails with umbrellas and tropical fruits, carnival dancers keep you entertained leaving
guests in the mood to samba the night away.

Thai Evening
Evening
With an irresistible mixture of natural beauty, inspiring temples and ruins of fantastic lost
kingdoms Thailand is surely a place to visit. Guests make their way into the main function room
through a bamboo reed entrance and Elephants are heard roaring in the distance. After dinner
guests can be entertained by traditional Thai dancers, a Thai ballet show or even relax in the
chillout zone with a Thai massage. With subtle use of intelligent lighting, props and music,
guests are instantly transported to Thailand!

Venetian Ball
Evening
Guests arrive in “Venice” and are transported into an open air Venetian Ball through an Italian
street. The magic of Venice is felt already; Italian music can be heard in the distance and
beautifully lit classic statues are on display around the room. Individual masks are available
per guest and once the feast as finished guests can relax and enjoy the entertainment in the
Italian ambience and prepare for a truly special evening in one of the seven wonders of the
world.
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OTHER EVENTS

Drumming Experience
One Hour
Infectious and fun, this high impact drumming experience promises to create a ‘buzz’ and
energise those taking part! This is results-with-rhythm in which this shared experience of
beating drums will never be forgotten! Everyone learns the basic skills to build a powerful
percussion band, demonstrating their talents in performing to the beat. Play, listen and react
as one voice—all brilliantly orchestrated!

Family Fun Day
Half or Full Day
An event that is highly memorable for all guests ensuring that we offer something for adults
and children alike. In addition to the above, Events Matter will manage the event on the day
therefore leaving the organisers to relax and enjoy the day as one of the guests. Events Matter
offers a ‘shopping list’ of activities along with the costs for each event so that you can choose
your preferred mix of activities for a complete day of fun!

Haka
One Hour
This traditional and ancient Maori Tribal dance acts as a perfect teambuilding activity, workshop or after dinner entertainment. Delegates enter the room and all seems well. Suddenly,
you hear the loud and exciting tribal call of the lead tribesman. He then performs the ‘HAKA’ to
the delight of guests. Once finished, we welcome everyone and take them on a whirlwind
introduction during which they learn and perform the HAKA as one unified team.

Circus Thrills
Half Day
Events Matter offer you the chance to amaze yourself at your own potential in our Circus Thrills
workshop. Based in teams, you work together to master the traditional circus arts such as
Juggling, Plate Spinning, Flower Sticks and the Diablo. At the end of the day you have the
opportunity to perform your new found talent in an act that will leave all spectators in sheer
amazement and admiration.

Ice Breakers
Half Day
Events Matter have a number of excellent icebreaker events to either get a conference off to a
good start or add that little extra energy mid way through the day. The events are designed to
get guests participating in an event that is fun, energetic and competitive whilst enhancing
skills such as communication and quick thinking.
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On receipt of your outline brief, Events Matter works
with you to achieve your specific objectives and
within budget constraints.
Creating memorable and enjoyable events, that will
be remembered for a long time to come!

Please contact us for
a tailored quotation
Events Matter Ltd
The Anchorage
87 Grand Parade
Leigh On Sea
Essex SS9 1DR
T: 01702 477894
E: sales@eventsmatter.com
W: eventsmatter.com

Registered in England & Wales Company No. 4049771
VAT Registration No. 756 9391 78
Events Matter
the incorporated trading name of Events Matter Limited
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